Key: C
Genre: Solo
Harp Type: Chromatic
Skill: Any

A Little More Time(Harp Bits)
HOWDY FOLKS!!
Yet Another Top Quality Tab, in my Stevie Wonder Series
I am excited beyond belief as well as honoured and humbled to
present
these three tabs to you!! it needs 3 tabs as Stevie’s harp
works
throughout this song are very extensive , with stevie entering
at
0:01
and staying virtually
throughout the entire song. So to aid you in learning it, ive
broken
this into 3 tabs, to make it easy to follow and easy to learn
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(Embouchure and at times speed is on you, but trust me
practice and
it
will come, then you like me can play along note for note with
Stevie
and with the very faint notes provided to you, will be able to
close
it out!!)
the First tab contains Stevie’s Harp into and the very mini
solo at
1:02 in the song.
tab two (THIS TAB) contains every single Harp fill, ad libbed
note
that is heard
throughout the song
Tab three contains the solo at 2:21 in the song and his harp
fill
outro’s
This song is amazing, not just for stevie’s playing but it has
to be
among Taylor’s Best! and upbeat works Furthermore it is
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without a
doubt not only signature Stevie but among
his best works ever!
without further ado here it is
NOTE* when you see < it means play the hole with THE SLIDE BAR
PRESSED
IN.
TV= THROAT VIBRATO
when you see notes in brackets its one of stevie’s trademark
trills
(basically three or more notes played rapidly by pushing in
and
releasing the bar rapidly)
ENJOY!!!
1:17
-5,6,7,-7,(-7,<-7)-8,(<-8,-8)-7,-7,(<-7,-7)7
1:36
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-7,(<-7,-7)7
1:48
<-5
2:00
-5,<-5,-5,-5
2:05
<-6,(-7,<-7) (-7,<-7)-8,<-8,<8+9,(-7,<-7)
(-7,<-7)7,(-6,<-6)-5
2:10
-6
2:13
4+5,<4+5,-5,3,-5,4+5,4+5,-4,3,-2
2:21 (HARP SOLO SEE TAB 3)
2:41
-10TV
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2:45
-10TV
2:49
-10TV
2:53
-10TV
2:55
<-10TV
2:56
-9 HOLD,8+9,8+9,8+9,8+9,-8,-7,(<-7,-7)7,7
3:08
-7,-8,-8,-8,-8,<-8,-8,-8,-9,-8,(-7,<-7)
7,7,-6,-5,-4,(-5,<-5)4+5,4+5
3:20 SEE TAB THREE
ENJOY!!!
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THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!

Lyrics
Wilkinsons Miscellaneous A Little More Love Of what her momma
did
She was a perfect picture Of a perfect wife Out of focus In
her perfect life So safe, so warm No hint of danger Wasting
years With the perfect stranger
But tough luck's The only luck she's known And tough luck To
build your life on hope (Oh) But she bought the deal She made
the vow She'd walk away But she's just too proud To ever throw
in the towel Tough luck
Convinced herself That life made perfect sense Two-car garage
And a white picket fence Sometimes she feels Like such a
hypocrite She's just a face in the portrait And that's about
itThey were just Two lonely people On this big blue ball
Somehow fate Brought them together In the middle of it all And
tonight There out there dancin' Spinning 'round And 'round
There's a Little more love In the world tonight A little more
light In the stars A little more grace In this vast universe
Starting with this Boy and girl There's a little more love In
the world tonight (tonight)
The sun will still Come up tomorrow Nothing much will change
But for these two Lonely people Life will never Be the same It
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may not make A lot of difference In the grand design
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